Release Notes for Version 7.0.9095
App

Feature

Type

Comments

SPOT

Assisted Assembly

Fix

Fixed Assembly|UserInitials and Assembly|WorkstationName invoice
template nodes when printing at Assisted Assembly.

SPOT

Conveyor

Fix

Fixed Assemble to Special Arm flag on upcharges from referenced
upcharge tables.

SPOT

Credit Cards

Fix

Retrieving a token using a Clearent terminal will now compare the
card type to the list of allowed card types in the profile and reject if it
is not on the list.

SPOT

Credit Cards

Fix

Ocius CC (UK) - Remove all unnecessary file activity (exists, rename,
unlink)

SPOT

Credit Cards

New Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like a feature that updates CCOF tokens
to Clearent
Added Clearent Token Manager (Menu > Credit/Debit/Gift Cards
>Manage Clearent Tokens). This view updates existing Clearent
tokens to a new token when available, and also updates legacy
processor tokens to Clearent tokens. (The legacy processor tokens
must be exported from the legacy processor first according to
existing procedures).
Note that this view may take a long time to complete once started. It
is recommended to choose only one store at a time.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed an error when attempting to create and print a HSL from Item
View

SPOT

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT User, I would like field headers exported to be
consistent with imported headers
Added aliases for a number of existing columns in customer import
for better compatibility with customer export
NODENUMBER = STORENUM
CUSTOMERGUID = CUSTUNIQUEID
ZIP = POSTALCODE
PHONE = PHONE1
PHONETYPE = PHONE1TYPE
CREATEDDATE = SIGNUPDATE = SIGNUP
REFERRALSOURCE = REFERRAL
AR_ACCNUM = ARACCTNUM
CREDITLIMIT = ARLIMIT
VIP = VIPFLAG
ACTIVE = CUSTENABLEDFLAG
ROUTEINSTRUCTIONS = DELIVERYINSTRUCTIONS

Settings/Required Changes

Company > Credit Card Settings > Credit Card
Profiles > [Profile Name] > Credit Card Types
Allowed

SPOT

HSL

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user I want signed disclaimers to be tracked by HSL
and not printed on future mark-ins
Added a new selection to Store Settings > Site Defaults > Save
ItemTracking Details: "Signed Disclaimers". If set, HSL items will
remember if an item disclaimer was signed (that is, if the clerk selects
"Yes" to the "Did the customer sign the disclaimer" prompt at detail)
and not reprint the disclaimer again for that HSL.

SPOT

Mapping

Fix

Fixed - single-stop manifests will now generate driving instructions

SPOT

Markin

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the Customer Information Slip to
pop-up at drop-off instead of pickup
Added a setting to print periodic customer info slip at detail, dropoff,
or both

SPOT

Messaging

Fix

Fixed a possible error when attempting to reply to a SPOT Message.

SPOT

Quick

Fix

Fixed HSL Department Remap when Prompt for HSL Immediately is
enabled.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like credit card transaction voids to be
reported in SPOT
Menu > Credit/Debit/Gift Cards > CC - Void now warns when used
that it voids only the credit card transaction and does not update any
data in SPOT.

SPOT

Reports

New Feature

As a Compass user converting to SPOT, I would like a "Sales By
Service" report
A "Period Sales By Service By Department" report has been added to
the Sales folder of Reports Gallery

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like a "Last Visit Date" column added to
the "Coupons By Customer (Select List)" report
Added the customer's last visit date to the Coupons By Customer
(Select List) report.

SPOT

Rewards

Fix

Fixed a situation where older customer rewards assignments didn't
generate rewards.

SPOT

Routes

Fix

External service plans (which belong to new route functionality) were
showing up in lists of routes on the Delivery tab, route assignment
screen in Customer View, and the Insert Stop screen.

SPOT

SMS

Fix

Fixed a problem that caused every non US phone number to be
marked as not mobile in SMS- Validate Phone Numbers. Please note
this is unrelated to and does not fix the issue for Canadian numbers
described here: https://support.twilio.com/hc/enus/articles/360004563433-Twilio-Lookups-API-is-Not-ReturningCarrier-Data-for-Canadian-Phone-Numbers

SPOT

Tags

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like a tag token that allows me to use a
custom hotel acronym or abbreviation
Hotels now have a Tag Abbreviation setting. The abbreviation will

Store Settings > Site Defaults > Save
ItemTracking Details > Signed Disclaimers

Store > Customer Settings > Print Periodic Info
Slip At

Store > Hotel Settings > Hotels > [Hotel Name]
> Tag Abbreviation

print instead of the hotel name when the @HOTELNAME tag
template is used. If the abbreviation is blank (as by default) the full
hotel name will print.
SPOT

Utilities

Change

Menu > Order Management > Lockers - Assign/Clear: Renamed
"Clear Assignments" to "Clear Assignments and Close Orders", and
added "Clear Assignments Without Closing Orders" button

Conveyor Client

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As an ADAC user I want to use slot occupancy based splitting
Modified SBS Conveyor Client to pass bulkiness (Slot Occupancy) to
ADAC conveyors

SOS

General

Fix

As SPOT we need to update SOS to use the Microsoft Graph API
Updated SPOT Offline Services to use the Microsoft Graph API for
accessing OneDrive.

